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Mirrors of the Soul by Kahlil Gibran
Works by Kahlil Gibran intimately reveal the complex nature of one of the twentieth century’s most
influential writers Kahlil Gibran wrote prolifically
and passionately in Arabic as well as English. First
published in 1965 with nine works of poetry translated by
Joseph Sheban, Mirrors of the Soul includes writings by Gibran that are as poignant today as when first written, such as
“The New Frontier” and “The Sea.” These poems illuminate
the dual nature of Gibran, who lived in the shadows both of
New York skyscrapers and the cedars of his childhood Lebanon. Sheban enriches the new works with an insightful biography, a historical examination of politics and religion in Gibran’s native land, and the inclusion of revolutionary poems
such as “My Countrymen” and “My People Died.”
The Invention of Wings by Sue Monk Kidd
Hetty “Handful” Grimke, an urban slave in early
nineteenth century Charleston, yearns for life beyond the suffocating walls that enclose her within
the wealthy Grimke household. The Grimke’s
daughter, Sarah, has known from an early age she
is meant to do something large in the world, but she is
hemmed in by the limits imposed on women. Kidd’s sweeping novel is set in motion on Sarah’s eleventh birthday, when
she is given ownership of ten year old Handful, who is to be
her handmaid. We follow their remarkable journeys over the
next thirty five years, as both strive for a life of their own,
dramatically shaping each other’s destinies and forming a
complex relationship marked by guilt, defiance, estrangement and the uneasy ways of love.
Battlefield of the Mind by Joyce Meyer
Joyce Meyer uncovers the tactics of the soul's
enemy and gives a clear-cut plan to triumph in the
fight for the mind. Joyce will teach you how to renew your mind through the Word and stand victoriously at battle's end.

Quicksand by Iris Johanson
Do you still miss your little Bonnie? This one sentence, spoken by a male voice in anonymous phone
call, is all it takes to drag Eve Duncan right back to
that horrifying moment years ago when her only
daughter vanished without a trace. Since then, Eve's life has
become an obsession to find her daughter's remains. Only
one man a brilliant, ruthless killer knows the truth about what
happened to Bonnie. But taunting Eve might be his first and
last mistake. For Eve is armed with more than just her talent
as a forensic sculptor. She brings with her former Navy Seal
Joe Quinn, an Atlanta detective who will do anything to help
Eve put the pain of Bonnie's death to rest. Even if he has to
lie to the woman he cares about the most.
Sundays at Tiffany’s by James Patterson
Jane Margaux is a lonely girl. Her mother, a powerful Broadway producer, makes time for her only
once a week, for their Sunday trip to admire jewelry
at Tiffany's. Jane has only one friend: a handsome,
comforting, funny man named Michael. He's perfect. But only she can see him. Michael can't stay forever,
though. On Jane's ninth birthday he leaves, promising her
that she'll forget him soon. Years later, in her thirties, Jane is
just as alone as she was as a child. And despite her own
success as a playwright, she is even more trapped by her
overbearing mother. Then she meets a man, a handsome,
comforting, funny man, He's perfect.
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The French Lieutenant’s Woman by
John Fowles
As part of Back Bay's ongoing effort to make
the works of John Fowles available in uniform
trade paperback editions, two major works in
the Fowles canon are reissued to coincide with
the publication of Wormholes, the author's long-awaited
new collection of essays and occasional writings. Perhaps
the most beloved of Fowles's internationally bestselling
works, The French Lieutenant's Woman is a feat of seductive storytelling that effectively invents anew the Victorian
novel. "Filled with enchanting mysteries and magically
erotic possibilities" (New York Times), the novel inspired
the hugely successful 1981 film starring Meryl Streep and
Jeremy Irons and is today universally regarded as a modern classic.
The House Girl by Tara Conklin
The House Girl, the historical fiction debut by
Tara Conklin, is an unforgettable story of love,
history, and a search for justice, set in modernday New York and 1852 Virginia. Weaving together the story of an escaped slave in the pre Civil War
South and a determined junior lawyer, The House Girl
follows Lina Sparrow as she looks for an appropriate lead
plaintiff in a lawsuit seeking compensation for families of
slaves. In her research, she learns about Lu Anne Bell, a
renowned prewar artist whose famous works might have
actually been painted by her slave, Josephine.
Flood of Fire by Amitav Ghosh
It is 1839 and China has embargoed the trade of
opium, yet too much is at stake in the lucrative
business and the British Foreign Secretary has
ordered the colonial government in India to assemble an expeditionary force for an attack to reinstate
the trade. Among those consigned is Kesri Singh, a soldier in the army of the East India Company. He makes his
way eastward on the Hind, a transport ship that will carry
him from Bengal to Hong Kong. Along the way, many
characters from the Ibis Trilogy come aboard, including
Zachary Reid, a young American speculator in opium futures, and Shireen, the widow of an opium merchant
whose mysterious death in China has compelled her to
seek out his lost son.

Sue Grafton
W is for Wasted The first victim was a local PI of suspect reputation who’d been gunned
down near the beach at Santa Teresa. The
other body was found on the beach six weeks
later a homeless man with Kinsey Millhone’s name and
number written on a slip of paper in his pants pocket.Two
seemingly unrelated deaths, one a murder, the other apparently of natural causes. But as Kinsey digs deeper into
the mystery of the John Doe, some very strange linkages
begin to emerge. Not just between the two victims, but
also to Kinsey’s past. And before long Kinsey, through no
fault of her own, is thoroughly compromised.

X by Sue Grafton

Perhaps her darkest and most chilling novel, it
features a remorseless serial killer who leaves
no trace of his crimes. Once again breaking the
rules and establishing new paths, Grafton wastes little
time identifying this sociopath. The test is whether Kinsey
can prove her case against him before she becomes his
next victim.

The Enemy by Lee Child
Jack Reacher. Hero. Loner. Soldier. Soldier’s
son. An elite military cop, he was one of the
army’s brightest stars. But in every cop’s life
there is one case that changes everything. For
Jack Reacher, this is that case. New Year’s
Day, 1990. In a North Carolina motel, a two-star general is
found dead. His briefcase is missing. Nobody knows what
was in it. Within minutes Reacher has his orders: Control
the situation. Within hours the general’s wife is murdered.
Then the dominoes really start to fall. Somewhere inside
the vast worldwide fortress that is the U.S. Army, Reacher
is being set up as a fall guy with the worst enemies a man
can have. But Reacher won’t quit. He’s fighting a new kind
of war–against an enemy he didn’t know he had. And
against a conspiracy more chilling, ingenious, and treacherous than anyone could have guessed.

The Bully Pulpit by Doris Kearns Goodwin
The story is told through the intense friendship
of Theodore Roosevelt and William Howard
Taft—a close relationship that strengthens
both men before it ruptures in 1912, when
they engage in a brutal fight for the presidential nomination that divides their wives, their children,
and their closest friends, while crippling the progressive
wing of the Republican Party, causing Democrat Woodrow Wilson to be elected, and changing the country’s
history.

Nicole Mones

Nights in Shanghai
For classically trained pianist Thomas Greene, 1936
Shanghai couldn't be more different than the segregated American life he knows. As a black man who
has arrived to work as a nightclub band leader, Thomas
quickly grows to love the city that treats him with reverence
and respect. Although he is a skilled piano player and crowd
favorite, Thomas's lack of skill at jazz improvisation makes
him feel like a fraud. Song Yuhua is drawn to Thomas as
both a man and musician, but her circumstances as an indentured servant for a powerful gang leader complicate their
growing attraction. Life in Shanghai grows tense as the invading Japanese close in on the city, but knowing that returning to America would mean returning to a life of discrimiBill O’Reilly’s Legends & Lies:
nation, Thomas is determined to stay as long as possible.
The Real West
Last Chinese Chef
How did Davy Crockett save President JackWhen Maggie McElroy, a widowed American food
son's life only to end up dying at the Alamo?
writer, learns of a Chinese paternity claim against
Was the Lone Ranger based on a real lawman
-and was he an African American? What amazing detec- her late husband’s estate, she has to go immediately to Beijing. She asks her magazine for time off, but
tive work led to the capture of Black Bart, the
her editor counters with an assignment: to profile
"gentleman bandit" and one of the west's most famous
the rising culinary star Sam Liang. In China Maggie unties
stagecoach robbers? Did Butch Cassidy and the Sunthe knots of her husband’s past, finding out more than she
dance Kid really die in a hail of bullets in South Ameriexpected about him and about herself. With Sam as her
ca? Generations of Americans have grown up on TV
guide, she is also drawn deep into a world of food rooted in
shows, movies and books about these western icons.
But what really happened in the Wild West? All the sto- centuries of history and philosophy. To her surprise she begins to be transformed by the cuisine, by Sam’s family, a
ries you think you know, and others that will astonish
you, are here--some heroic, some brutal and bloody, all querulous but loving pack of cooks and diners and most of
all by Sam himself. The Last Chinese Chef is the exhilaratriveting.
ing story of a woman regaining her soul in the most unexpected of places.
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I Ripper by Steven Hunter
In the fall of 1888, Jack the Ripper slaughtered
five prostitutes in London’s seamy Whitechapel
District. He did not just kill he ripped with a
butcher’s glee and then, after the particularly
gruesome slaying of Mary Jane Kelly, he disappeared.
For 127 years, Jack has haunted the dark corners of our
imagination, the paradigm of the psychotic killer. We remember him not only for his crimes, but because, despite
one of the biggest dragnets in London history, he was
never caught.

Kevin
Kwan

The History of Rock and Roll in Ten Songs
by Greil Marcus
Unlike all previous versions of rock ’n’ roll history,
Crazy Rich Asians
this book omits almost every iconic performer and
When Rachel Chu agrees to spend the sumignores the storied events and turning points that
mer in Singapore with her boyfriend, Nicholas
everyone knows. Instead, in a daring stroke, Greil
Young, she envisions a humble family home,
long drives to explore the island, and quality time with the Marcus selects ten songs recorded between 1956
man she might one day marry. What she doesn't know is and 2008, then proceeds to dramatize how each embodies
rock ’n’ roll as a thing in itself, in the story it tells, inhabits,
that Nick's family home happens to look like a palace,
that she'll ride in more private planes than cars, and that and acts out a new language, something new under the
sun.
with one of Asia's most eligible bachelors on her arm,
Rachel might as well have a target on her back. Initiated
The Dinner by Herman Koch
into a world of dynastic splendor beyond imagination,
Rachel meets Astrid, the It Girl of Singapore society; Ed- It's a summer's evening in Amsterdam, and two
couples meet at a fashionable restaurant for
die, whose family practically lives in the pages of the
Hong Kong socialite magazines; and Eleanor, Nick's for- dinner. Between mouthfuls of food and over the
scrapings of cutlery, the conversation remains a
midable mother, a woman who has very strong feelings
gentle hum of polite discourse. But behind the
about who her son should and should not marry.
empty words, terrible things need to be said, and with eveChina Rich Girlfriend
ry forced smile and every new course, the knives are beOn the eve of her wedding to Nicholas Young,
ing sharpened. Each couple has a fifteen-year-old son.
heir to one of the greatest fortunes in Asia, RaThe two boys are united by their accountability for a single
chel should be over the moon. She has a flawhorrific act; an act that has triggered a police investigation
less Asscher-cut diamond from JAR, a wedand shattered the comfortable, insulated worlds of their
ding dress she loves more than anything found
in the salons of Paris, and a fiancé willing to sacrifice his families. As the dinner reaches its culinary climax, the conversation finally touches on their children. As civility and
entire inheritance in order to marry her. But Rachel still
friendship disintegrate, each couple show just how far they
mourns the fact that her birthfather, a man she never
are prepared to go to protect those they love.
knew, won't be able to walk her down the aisle. Until: a
.
shocking revelation draws Rachel into a world of Shanghai splendor beyond anything she has ever imagined.

Notes...

Marriage Between Friends
by Debbie Macomber
Back in high school, Maggie Kingsbury and
Glenn Lambert were close friends. But after
that, life took them in different directions. Now
they meet again as maid of honor and best
man at a wedding in San Francisco. Maggie and Glenn
reconnect as friends but discover that their connection
goes far deeper than just friendship.

